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REII\TIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES USED B Y
PEKAIYBARU SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND THEIR ACADEMIC

F'ACTORS

ABSTRA,T 

FakhriRas

This study f,i a m*ed research of quantitative parad,igm attd qualitative paradigtn.T.lrc objective of this
study is to identify the relationship between language learning strategies used and academic factor by
Pekanbaru senior high school students: An additional objective is to look at the dffirence language
leam.ing strategies usedby students'academic background. The respondents (santples size) of this study
are 404 senior high students in Pekanbaru. Tbn students from the samples are chosenfor the intcrview
purposes. Quantitative datawas collectedby using Strategy Inventoryfor tanguage lzarning (SILL) by
Oxford,(1989).Descriptive and inferential statistics are used to analyze the quantitative data. The
research finding reveals that there a signfficant dffirence among students' academic background in
language learning strategies. The qualitative data gives additional information about the respondents'
strategies to learn English in general ancl individual skills of English. The implication of this study is
that although students are aware af several language leanting strategies, they moy need to be explicitly
taught to use. them.

BACKGROUND
The language learners with academic background -limited to the senior high school students-

concentrated on two important language learning targets: a) the use of English and b) the score in the final
national examination (2004 GBPP). Referring to the clevelopment of the ability of using the language, the
current curriculum provides a framework to follow. They have to arlopt the genre of the text-descriptive,
nan'ative, procedute, explanation, discussion, exposition, review, news item, etc., before they pl:actice
speaking and writing (2006 GBPP). In addition, they are also required to master the materials offerecl in
the final national examination (35 itenns for reading and 15 items tbr listening). To achieve both targets,
the students employ certain language learning strategies in the classroom, out of the class, and in the
national examination.

They commonly follow what the teachers assign them to do, for instance-underlining the r,41i61y
of language expression in the text book, finding out the rneaning of certain wortls (conceptual, structurai.
and contextual wotds) in the dictionary (Nuttall; 1980), and identifying types of questions linked to tlie
written text. They are also asked to read authentic materials form certain Eugiish ne,ivspapers (Zhe
Jakarta Post, The Indonesia Times) and magazin es (Iletto). Besicles, they are provided a break+hrougb
program, usually a t-ew months before the national examination.

In other words, ways of learning English in Indonesia have been explicitly determined by the
suggested approach ofteaching from period by period ofthe curriculum practices (Tomlinson, li90).
For example, the students were asked to concentrate on correct practice in the classroom evell though
such kinds of practices were not acknowledged in workplaces (Prabhu: 1994). Another example was ttrat
the students memorized the meaning of the words in the text book in order to uuclerstand the content ,f ttre
text and its vocabulary items. This way was followerl by,nremodzing short tlialogues i1the text book fr:r
the purpose of speaking activities in the classroom. For the rvriting activity, the students imitaterl a certain
model of I'ritten text in order to compose his/her orvn writing. For listening, the stutlents reatl the
transcription of the spokeu text. In addition, the sp<,rken texts lvele spelled ogt iiore than one ti*" ur-,til
they understood the ideas of the text.
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Several recent studies have shown that the practices of language Iearning strategies have made
leaming language (including English) more efficient and produced a positive effect on learners' language
use (Wenden& Rubin 1987: O'Malley &Chamot 1990: Chamor& O'Malley 1994; Oxfor d,I996;Cof,"n
1998). In line with it, the right choice of language learning strategies leads language learners to improve
proficiency or overall achievement or in specific language skill areas (Wenden& Rubin 1987; Oxford
&Crookall 1989; O'Malley &Chamot 1990).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is todetermine whether there are significant differences among students

from social science, natural science, Ianguage science, engineering science, and entrepreneur science
background in language learning strategies use.

RESEARCH QUESTION
This study is designed to answer the following research question (RQ): Is there any significant

difference among students from social science, natural science, language science, engineering science,
and entrepreneur science background in language learning strategies use?

HYPOTHESIS
There are no significant differences among students from social science, natural science, language

science, engineering science, and entrepreneur science background in language learning strategies use.

LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES (LLS)
1. Definition

A very basic element in defining language leaming strategies is the concept of the strategy itself
(Chesterfield &Chesterfield 1985). Based on this, there are various definitions of language learning strategies
formulated by researchers in relation to Eng.lish as a second language (L2) or foreig, lurguug" (FL). The
terms of learning strategies and Iearning behaviors can be interchangeably used inthis study (Mohamed
Amin Embi 2000). On the other hand, learning strategies and learning techniques may nor be used for
similar purpose(s) (Stern 1983).

Tarone (1983) based her definition on the context of the use of communicarion straregies in which
mutual attempt of two interlocutors agree on a meaning in situations where requisite meaning structures
do not seem to be shared. Then, she differentiates communication strategy from production strategy in
which one linguistic system is used efficiently and clearly. She also makes clear the distinction between
communication strategy and learning strategy by which developing linguistic and sociolinguistic
competence occurred in the target language. On the other hand, Tarone (1987) ascertains the impossibility
of separating communication strategies and learning strategies because of the following reasons; (a) it is
difficult tc measure the individual's purposes whether it is communication or learning; (b) the purpose
might be both; and (c) even if the person just wants to communicate and not to iearn, iearning often occurs
anyway.

Some researchers use more terms fol the word 'strategy" like: (a) steps and operations (Oxford
1989); and (b) any specific aciion (Cxford 1990b). Cn the other hand, to a ceitain extent, the same can be
said about other researchers (Ehrman 1989; Nyikos 1989 & 1990; Chamot 19g7 & 1990;
Donato&Mccormik 1994; Abdullah Hussein EI-Sareh El-omari z0oz).

Rubin (I97 5) defines language learning strategies as the techniques or devices that learners use to
acquire second language knowledge. According to Stem (I97S)Language Learning Strategies are some
general order higher approaches to learning which govern the choice of specific techniques. In addition,
Naimaner.al (1978) define Language Learning Strategies as generally *oi" or less deliberate approaches
to learning'Rubin ( i987) states that Language Learning Strategies are set of operation, steps, plans, and
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routines of what learners do to facilitate the obtaining, storage, retrieve, and use of information to regulate
learning. Wenden (1987) refers to language learning strategies as behaviors where learners engage in, and

regulate a secondlanguage learning. Chamot (1987) define LLS as techniques, approaches, or deliberate
actions that students take in orde,r to facilitate the learning and recall of both linguistic and content area

information.

2. Characteristics of Language Learning Strategies
In several noteC of research activities, the term language learning strategies reveals at least in

three different expressions: (a) leamer strategy (Wenden& Rubin 1987) (b) learning strategies (O'Malley
&Chamot 1990; Chamot& O'Malley 1994),(c) language learning stra@gies (Oxford 1990a,1996; Abdullah
Hussein El-Saleh El-Omar 2O0Z); Iearning strategies and/or learning behaviors (Mohamed Amin Embi
2000). In addition, there might be two basic ways of classifying the language learning .ttut"gi"t' (a) six
major characteristics created by Wenden (1987) and (b) fournew modification characteristics formulated
by T,essard-Clousron (1997 ).

Wenden (1987) classifies the characteristics of language leaming strategies into at least six elements:
(a) specific actions or techniques; (b) observables activities; (c) problem oriented; (d) contribute directly
or indirectly to learning; (e) automatized employment after a prolonged period; and (0 amenable behaviors
to change. Similarly, Lessard-Clouston (1997) created four criteria which refer to : (a) leamer generated

activities (steps taken by the learners); (b) learner enhanced Ianguage learning or help develop language
competence; (c) learners' visible actions (behaviors, steps, bchniques, etc.) or unseen things (thought and

mental processes); (d) the involvement of information and memory of the learners. In line with the two
groups of ciassifications, Oxford (1990a) introduces more components which allow learners to become
more self-directed, expand the role of language teacher to problem-oriented, involve in many aspects
(cognitive, metacognitive, and socio-affective strategies). Reviewing the above characteristics, we might
be able t9 predict the types of language learning strategies used by the secondary school students of
Pekanbaru.

Oxford (1990) characLerized language learning strategies as i) contribute to main goal,
communicative competence, ii) allow learners to become self-directed, iii). expand the role of teachers, iv)
problem-oriented, v) are specific actions taken by the learner,vi) involve many aspects of the learner, not
just the cognitive, vii) support learning both directly or indirectly, viii) are not always observable, ix) are

often conscious, X) can be taught, xi) are flexible, and xii) are influenced by a variety of factors.

3. Factor affecting language learning strategies
Indonesian secondary schools are divided into three types: general schools, vocational schools,

religious (commonly Islamic) schools. In general schools, three majors can be chosen: natural science,

social science, and language. In vocational schools, several majors are offered-economics, home industry,
and technical skills. While under the Islaneic schools-three majors are also offered-religious education,
social science, and natural science based by several religious subjects. In this study, the chosen majors by
the students will be investigated under the academic factors that affect LLS.

English is offered to all majors-90 minutes per-week for sixteen weeks in one semester. To a

certain extent, the allocation of time is not so sufficient in order to increase the students' English proficiency.
However. the schools may provide extra hours of classes. Three months before the national finai
examination, the schools run a special program which concentrates on reading skills and listening skills(the
decree of Ministry of Fducation number 45,200612007).

Running such a program has at least two objectives: (a) to achieve a minimum passing
iate in the national final examination, and (b) to obtain the TOFFL score of 450 at higher education
(e.g.University of Riau, Pekanbaru, Indonesia). The mastery of those two skills (structure and vocabulary
items) allows the students to get ideas of texts written in English in their own field of study at tertiary
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levels.

RESEARCH INSTRUN,TTNT
Research Instrument for Quantitative Data

Strategy Inventory for Language Leaming (SILL) (Oxford, 1989) is used to collect the data of
how respondents learn English at Pekanbaru senior high schools.
Research Instrument for Qualitative Data

lnterview is done in order to get additional information on how selected respondents ( 10 respondents)
learn English in general and individual skills of English.

ANALYSIS OF DATA
L. Analysis of Quantitative Data

To analyze the collected data, several procedures were followed. First of all, scoring the response
of the respondents in the given questionnaires, and interviews. Afterwards, it shows the relationship
between academic factors and language learning strategies use.

' Scoring the Response of the Respondents in the Given euestionnaire
The questionnaire used is Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL). The SILL produced by
Oxford ( 1990). Each statement has five choices : 1 . Never or almost never true of me; 2. Generally not
true of me; 3. Somewhattrue of me;4. Generally ffue of me; and 5. Always or almost always true of me.
The answers of the respondents were scored as the following. Choice 1 is scored L,2 is 2,3 is 3, 4 is 4,
and 5 is 5' The SILL consists of 6 parts with 50 statements. The sum of the whole parrs is divided into 50
in order to get the average of the respondent,s response.. The Use of Descriptive StaristicsAnalysis
Descriptive statistics was used in order to get the central tendency (mean, median, and mode) (John W.
Cresswell: 2005) of the response of the respondents in using the category of language learning strategies
(memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, metacognitive strategies, affective
strategids, and social strategies).

The mean score of tlre respondents' level of each Language Learning Strategies was calculated
and this mean score indicated the respondents' overall self-report on their own level of strategy used. In
order to interpret the mean score, ,this study refers to interpretation of Likert scale in Strategy Inventorv
for Language Learning (SILL) by Oxfords (1989) as shown in Table 1.

Table l. Interpretation of Mean Score

Mean Score Interpretation
3.5 to 5.0 High
2.5 to 3.4 Medium
1.0 to 2.4 Low

Language Learning Strategies, what every teacher should know,Rebecca L.Oxfords (1989),
Boston, Massachusetts.

The students' mean score of each item and construct coliapse into three new groups. as seen in
Table 1 Mean score within 1.00 to 2.4 is categorized as low level in language Iearning strategies, and
mean score within 2.5 to 3.4 falls under the medium level. If the mean score falls within 3.5 to 5.0, the
ievel of learning strategies is high.

. The Use of Inferential Statistic Analysis
Inferential statistics was used to investigate the phenomenon of reiationships and differences
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among different characteristics of the sample. The inferential statistics analysis used in this study includes
One-Way ANOVA. The Use of One Way ANOVA.

ANOVAwas used to testhypothesis 2and hypothesis 5 in comparing the differences among three

or more independent variables on a single variable in each hypothesis (see the earlier research design).

The altemative hypothesis is accepted (see 1.5 in Chapter One) if the calculated value is smaller than
table value with the level of significance p <.05 (Ferguson: 1976 & Gall et.al:2003).

2. Analysis of Qualitative Data
The 10 students as purposive sampling were interviewed about the ways they leam English in

general and language skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing, structue and vocabulary). Most of the

given responses were in Bahasa Indonesia, and some, in the loca1 language.The taped-interview was

transcribed intoBahasa Indonesia or local language ar necessary. The transcript was translated into English.

Steps of Qualitative Analysi s

The findings were saliently used to support the quantitative data. The analysis investigated
indicators related to language strategies used by the students. In general, the steps of analysis taken were
referred to Miles &Huberman (2004:9). They stated that qualitative analytic practices and techniques
follow the steps below; affixing codes, noting reflections or other remarks, sorting and shifting ...to
identify similar phrases, relationships between variables, patterns, themes, distinct differences between
subgroups and common sequences, isolating these patterns and processes, cornmonalities and differences,
elaborating a small set of generalizations, and confronting those generalization (Miles &Huberman ,2004).

The process of data interpretation was interactive and involved data reduction, examination and

conclusion verification by: looking for comments that described the ways language skills were acquired,
looking for comments that indicated strategies of language learning, Iooking fornew strategies that might
not be included in this study.

Respondents' Profiles

T able 2Di stribution of Re spondents by R"uOemic B ackground

No Academic Background
1. Natural Science
2. Social Science

3. Language Science

4. Engineering Science

5. EntrepreneurialScience
Total

Frequency
r20
r20
40
60

60
400

Percentage
30.0
30.0
10.0

15.0

15.0

i00.0

Table2 shows the five different majors invoived in this research. There were 120 students each

frgm Natural Science and Social Science, 60 from Engineering Science and Entrepreneurial Science

and 40 from Language Science. The total number is 400 students. The interview respondents are

selected 10 students from the sample size.

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Table 3. Analysis ANOVA field of Study Across Learning Strategies
Table 3 displays that the different of mean score of cognitive strategies was different between

social science students and entrepreneurship science students. Social science students obtained higher
mean score in cognitive strategy than entrepreneur science stBdents (mean difference=.098, sig.=.Q{7<.05).
However, there is no difference in using cognitive strategies between other groups of students. The findings
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Table 3. Analysis ANOVA field of Study A,cross Learning Srrategies

Dependent Science Group Mean Source Jum of DF Vlean sig.
Va.riable Jtru ares lou are
Memory Natural

Social
Language
Engin eering

3.06 Between Groups .172 4 .A43 .'lO7 .588
3.06 W ithin GrcruDs 24.050 395
3.03 Total
3.00

24.222 399

Total

Cognitive Narural
Social
Language
Engin eering

Entrepreneurial
Total

Compensati Natural
on

Social
Lan gu ag e

Engineering
Entrepreneurs
Total

Meta- Natural
Cognitive Social

. Language
Engin eering

"Ent repreneu rial
Total

Affective Natural
Social
Lan guag e

Engin eering
Entrepreneurial
Toral

Entrepreneurial 3.03

Natu ral 3 .17
Social 3.21
Language 3.22
Engineering 3.13

Entrepreneurial 3. i I
Total 3 J7

Natural 3.12

Social 3. I 6
Language 3.20
Engineering 3.10

Entrepreneurial 3.14
Total 3.14

3.04

3.17 B etween Groups .327
3.21 W ithin Groups 38.7 4l
3.22 Total 39.C|68
3.13
3.1i
3.17

3.12 Between Groups .327

3.16 Within Groups 38.741
3.20 Total 39.068
3.10
3.14
3.14

3.21 Between Groups
3.21 W ithin Groups
3.16 Total
3.18
3.14
3.1q

.283
27 .942
28.225

3.06 Belween Groups .684
3.06 Within Groups 42.222
3.03 Total 42.907
3.00
3.03
3.04

I .60 .t7 3

.066 605 .659

.039 2.63 .03 4

4 .082

395
399

4 .158
395
399

4 .471
395
399

4 .171
395
399

2.73 .029

.833 .505

999 .408

Social

Lang.
Learning
Strategies

Between Groups .265 4
Within Groups 43.208 395
Total 43.412 399

B etween G roups . i5 6

W ithin Groups 5.827
Total 5.983

39s
399
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- also show that social science students obtained higher mean score of overall leaming strategies than
entrepreneurial science students (mean difference=.058, sig.=.Q45<.05), yet there is no difference in mean

score of overall language strategy among others group of students according to field of study.

Table4. Pos Hoc IesrofANOVA; TheDifferences inlanguage Strategy Between StudentsAccording to
Fields Of Study

Dependent Variable
srg.
Cognitive Natural Science

6L

Field(I)

Social Science

Lang. Science

Eng. Science

Entr. Science

Lang. Science

Eng. Science

Entr. Science

Eng. Science
Entr. Science

Entr. Science

Social Science

Lang. Science
Eng. Science
Entr. Science

Lang. Science

Eng. Science

Entr. Science
Eng. Science
Entr. Science

Entr. Science

(D Field

-.044
-.054
.042
.054
-.009
.086
.098*
.096
.108

.011
-.024
-.014
.018

.030

.009

.042

.054*

.033

.045

.0t2

MeanDifference Std.Error

Social Science

Lang. Science

Eng. Science
LLS Natural Science

Social Science

. Lang. Science

Eng. Science

.031

.043

.038

.038

.043

.038

.038

.049

.049

.043

.0i5

.422

.019

.019

.azz

.019

.019

.424

.024

.o22

1.00

- 980
1.00

980
1.00

.227

.047

.501

.278

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.263

.045
1.00
.662

1.00

Table 5. The Summary of Hypothesis Testing

IIYPHOTESIS TYPE
ANALYSIS

OF DECISION

Rejected

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Table 6 presents several important data about how to learn English in general. First of all, the
natural students use the strategy of being active in various activities as the highest frequency among all
strategies. While, the social science student practice the strategy of discussing lesson with English teacher

1 FKIP Universitas Riau
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and friends as the highest frequency.
It seems that most natural students also use the discussion strategies together with attending classmeeting regularly strategies' Attending class regularry ,trut"gi", are compulsory strategies to be done atPekanbaru senior high school' The discussion strategies can bJregarded as creative activity ofthe studentswhen they are joining any classroom program.
The sarne strategy is used by the naural students as the second priority. In similar, the socialscience students practice the strategy of reading various English sources as the second one. ln line with

Table 6. St
on academic back

;F;;; ral Science

nd
Natu

Social Science

R1 R3 R4 R5 R9 Rl0 F No Strategies used R2 R6 R7 R8 F
Ileep studying
English outside
school and at
school

I 2 5 i Ke"p sudying
English ouside
school and at
schoo I

I I

2 Singing a song I
1 2 Searching

various Engli*r
sources

2 2 5

3 Discussing lesson
with English
teacher and
friends

Z 2 ,) I

2

9

6

3 Concentrating
to the leson

ReadGc va.ioG
English sources

I I I -t

4 Listening to
vaiious learning
sources

I 1 I 4 2 2 2 7

5 Concentratinf to
the given lesson

2 I 6 5 Discussing
Iesson with
English teacher
and friends

3 1 2 2 8

6 Reading various
English murces

I 1 2 6 Joining an
Enslish coume

I 2

Finding various
English surces

) 1 a I 7 7 Practicing by
doins exercise

I a

Dctng aclve ln
various activitiss

4 5 1 7 16 8 Getting more
English
competence

I

9 Enriching new
English words

I 3

,
I

Total 31

10 Joining an English
course

I Average 7.8

11 Making a shorl
comic, cartoon,
and using Englistr
in the
con versation

I

wilung
vocabulary in a

small oaner

1 I

1J Reading the franr
work of the rexf

I 1

t4 Watching lor of
movies

I 1

1-5 Blending rnrlrlple
sources into one
packag e

I

Total
65

Ayerage
10.8
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the practices of those strategies, both group of students use the same strategy to learn English in general
like joining an English course and keeping studying English outside school and at school but in less

frequency.

The strategies ofjoining English course outside school are one the most popular strategies among
students in Pekanbaru senior high school. Most students regard that taking English course is a short way
strategy to cope the basic problem in learning English. Even, in certain occasion, taking English course is

more effective to master basic English compared to joining English lesson regularly in the class.

In addition,the natural science students use 10.8 sffategies in average while the Social Science
stldents practice as many as 7.8 strategies. It means that the natural science students used more strategies

compared to the social science students do.

In short, it can be restated that the students use several preferred strategies to learn English in
general. The strategies are discussing lesson with Engtish teachers and friends, trying to be activg in any
discussion, joining an English course, Iistening to music and, singing a song.

Due to the limited pages suggested by the committee, tables which present the qualitative data

about the use of language learning strategies in listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary, and
structure are not performed.

Strategies used by the respondent in learning listening skill based
on academic background

Several important aspects for the natural science students and the social science students to listening
skill. Both groups of students tend to choose a little bit similar strategies as the highest frequency. The
strategies are focusing on listening ideas oflistening text (by the natural science students) and concentrating
to the spoken text (by the social science students). In addition, the two groups of students also choose a

little similar strategies as the second prior strategies. The strategies are answering the question correctiy
(by the natural science students) and answering the question related to the information (by the social
science students).

The students fromboth group - nature science and social science - put emphasis on understanding
ideas of a spoken textto learn listening. The strategy is supported by various activities like acknowledging
different voice in a conversation, paying attention to gesture, especially in a conversation - and knowing
the aim ofthe questions related the spoken text.
. In term of the average number of strategies practice, by Natural Science students use 5.8 strategies

while the Social Science students practice only 5 strategies. It means the Natural Science students used
more strategies compared to the Social Science students.

Strategies used by the respondent in learning speaking skill based
on academic background

There are several data that support the natural science students and the social students to learn
speaking skill. First of all, the natural science students use two strategies as the highest frequency among
their strategies. The sEategies are doing the best to speak in class and preparing vocabulary as many as

possible to speak. One of both strategies is also used as the highest frequency by the social science
students that are preparing vocabulary as many as possible to speak. In addition. both groups of students
also use a little bit the same strategies as second priority by the social science students and at least
frequency by the natura! science students. The strategies are practicing speaking whenever possible (by
the social science students) and practicing them in speaking.

It seems that understanding the meaning of certain number of vocabulary of vocabulary items is
regarded as main strategy to do speaking activity by both groups of students. Based on such understanding
the students have strong willingness to express their ideas in spoken form whenever possible. Finding an

interesting topic is also an important strategy before they do speaking activity. Practicing what they have
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learned is the common strategy to make their speaking better than before.
In term of the average number of strategles practice, the Natural Science students use only 2.8

strategies while the Social Science students practice 7 strategies. It means the Natural Science students
used more strategies compared to the Social Science students.

Strategies used by the respondent in learning reading skill based
on academic background

Several important data to support the natural science students and the social science students to
learn reading skill. The socialscience students use two kinds of strategies as the highest frequency. The
strategies are reading aspects of the text and doing exercise of reading. In line with those two strategies,

the natlral science students use a little bit similar strategy that is about mastering kinds of ideas of the text
(one of the reading aspects). Most of the students from both groups put emphasis on getting ideas of the
text as main strategy to learn reading. By then, the students come to the following strategy that is
acknowledging the purpose of related questions beneath the text. In this context, the students commonly
just relate what a certain cornponent of the question to a specific idea in a reading text.

Strategies used by the respondent in learning writing skill based
on academic background

In term of the average number of strategies practice, the Natural Science students use 2.2 strategies
while the Social Science students practice only 2 strategies. It means the Natural Science students used
more strategies compared to the Social Science students.

There are several valuable data to support the natural science students and the social science
students to learn writing skill. First of all, the social science students practice three strategies as the
highest frequency. The strategies are gathering sources related to the topics, developing ideas to write, and
doing writing procedurally. In line with.those practices, one of the strategies is the same as the choice of
the natural science students to use as the highest frequency. The srategy is doing writing procedurally. In
addition, both two groups of the students use a little bit similar strategies as the second prioi choice. The
strategies are trying to write and trying to imagine the object and develop it. Besides, both groups use the
same strategies as the least frequency. The strategies are making bubble network.

Most of the students from both groups do certain strategies in order to do writing activity. The
strategies are gathering ideas, discussing ideas to friends, constructing an outline, and developing two
outlines, collecting certain facts to support the statements.

In term of the average number of strategies practice, the Natural Science students use only 4.3

strategies while the Social Science students practice 4.7 strategies. It means the Social Science students
used more strategies compared to the Natural Science students.Rl- I usually write.

Strategies used by the respondent in learning vocabulary based
on academicbackground

There are some important data to support the natural science students and the social science
students to learn vocabulary items. First of all, both groups of the students use the same strategies as the
highest frequency. The strategies are using vocabulary in various ianguage aciivities. In addition, they
also use the same strategies as the second prior strategies. The strategies are reading various English
sources. Most of the students fromboth group concentrate to how to enrich the vocabulary items and use

them in appropriate context. The two strategies go hand in hand in order to master as many as possible the
vocabulary items.

In term of the average number of strategies practice, the Natural Science students use 3.8 strategies
while the Social Science students practice 3.5 strategies. It means the Natural Science students used more
strategies compared to the Social Science students.
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Strategies used hy the respontleut in learning structure based on academic background
'lhere are several data which support the natural science students and the social science students

to learn slrucirre. First of all, both groups ofthe students use different strategies as the highest frequency.

The straiegie.s are doing exercise in the form of answering the questions, combining clauses and composing

sentences and correcting rnistakes. In addition, they also use a little bit similar sttategies as the least

frequency. The strategies are reading the sentences and check their patterns (by the natural students) and

reading a hocli and using a book.
L'icst of the students fromboth groups makeprior strategy to learn the structure by acknowiedging

tlre structure construction by checking its structure pattern. In a contexi of closing tlte ansler, choosing

thc be st l;iie 'r.r,hir:h shows the appropriate elernent of a sentence is also regarded as an important strategy.

Iu relin the average number of strategies practice, the Natural Science students use 5.2 strategies

whiie the St'cial Science students practice only 4 strategies. It means the Natural Science students used

ixore straBgies ccmpared to the Social Science stucients.

Iu shofi, the strategies are doing the best to speak in class. preparing vocabulary as many as

possible to speak, reading aspects of the text, doing exercise of reading, mastering kinds of ideas of the

text (:one of reading :rspects), gathering sources related to the topics, developing ideas to write, and doing
writing L''p6gsdurally. usil-e vocabulary, fu1vn66rs language activities, doing exercise in the form of answering

[hc. clut.i ions. combining clauses and composing sentences and correcting mistakes.

THE DISCUSSION OF FINDI]VGS
The Strute gics Used of SILL and English Language Skills

TJasr:d trn the data presentation in Table 3 shows that the overall mean of using SILL is 3.15 with
meait s!:.)rc of each academic background ranges from 3.10 (for engineering students) to 3.20 (for language

studenrs). It can be conciuded that the null-hypothesis is rejected. This means that there are significant
diffci.:nires iimong students from social science, natural science, language science, engineenng science,

and ent ie pr.: nour ssience background and language leaming strategies used.

In tt:lls cf academic background as indicated in above various tables show that the respondents

preferecl a uurnber of strategies tc leai:n the varjous skills of English. The strategies include focusing on

listening rdeas of hstening text, concentrating to the spoken text, finding interesting ideas to explain in
class. prr':paring as many vocabulary as possible to speak for similar level, reading asp\ts cf the tert.
using vi;;abulary in various language activities, using the patteins of English, and learhing structure

through undersianding the rule of language.
Based on the data presentation in Table 3 shows that the overall mean using SILL is 3.15 witli

mean sr;re of each academic background ranges from 3.10 (for engineering students) to3.20 (for language

students). It can be concluded that nul-hypothesis is rejected. This means that thele are significant differences

among stud:nts from social science. naturai science. language science, engineering science. and entrepreneur

science background in language learning strategies used.

As described by tsrint (i998), the schools' demand at present time is rising due to the changes in
the kinds of occupation in inciustrjalized societies. Employers began to look for more qualified workers

with a g . ,rd 1:aymeni for the position of sophisticated problem-solving skills and more specialized intellectual

training. Deaiing with the schools stream in Pekanbaru, the students from language fieid of study proveci

ro obtairi tlie highest average score of doing Str-L among five academic background. They are more

serious ut ansrvering tire items due to the farniliarity of the content of SILL to them. Most of these

students want to be qualified language teachers (mostly Etglish teachers) from qualified Language

Department of Faculty of Education. Few of thern wants to be English lecturers or qualified workers in
foreign conipanies in Indonesia or elsewhere.

hi reiation to the above finding, some studies reported similar findings and different findings in
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woridwide. The similar findings are as follows:Chou Yu-Chen (zo)2) investigated 4T4Taiwanese
teehnological and vocational cotlege studeRts that used SILL. The study found ihat higher proficient
learaers use more strategies. He also found that students majoring in foreign language use greater number
of strategies compared to nusing major students in Taiwan.

strategies used by the students fromAcademic Background Factor
Dealing with the earlier five tables, there are sdveral important information can be drawn about

how academic background learn individual skill of English at Pekanbaru senior high schools. The
qualitative finding of each skill is compared to the related finding of quantitative dara:
(1)' Learning listening skill, both groups of students tend to choose a little bit similar strategies as the

highest frequency. The strategies are focusing on listening ideas in listening text (by the natural
science students) and concentrating to the spoken text (by the social science students). In addition,
the two groups of students also choose a tittle similar strategies as the second prior strategies. The
strategies are answering the question correctly (by the natural science students; and answiring rhe
question related to the information (by the social science students). The use of those strategies means
that both group of students still need a lot of exercise to listen to ideas relationship in the text. By
mastering this particular matter, they will be easy to get the focus of the text and any information in
it' In term of the average number of strategies practice, by Natural Science students use 5.8 strategies
while the Social Science students practice only 5 strategies. It means the Natural Science students
used more strategies compared to the Social Science students. The students from both group - nature
science and social science * put emphasis on understanding ideas ofa spoken text to learnlistening.
The strategy is supported by various activities like acknowledging different voice in a conversation,
paying attention to gesture, especially in a conversation - and knowing the aim of the questions
related the spoken text.

('2)' Leaming speaking skill, both groups of students tend to choose a littie bit similar strategies as the
highest frequency. The strategies are focusing on-listening ideas in listening text (by the naturai
science students) and concentrating to the spoken iext (by the social science students). In addition,
the two groups of students also choose a little similar strategies as the second prior strategies. The
strategies are answering the question correctly (by the natural science students) and ansunering the
question related to the information (by the social science students).The use of those strategies means
that both group of students still need a lot of exercise to listen to ideas relationship in the text. By
mastering this particular matter, they will be easy to get the focus of the text and any information in
it.

In term of the average number of strategies practice, by Natural Science students use 5.g
strategies while the Social Science students practice only 5 strategies. It means the Natural Science
students used more strategies compared to the Social Science students. It seems that understanding
the meaning of certain numberof vocabulary of vocabuiary items is regarded as main strategy to do
speaking activity by both groups of students. Based on ,u"t understanding the students have strong
willingness to.express their ideas in spoken fonn whenever possible. Finding an interesting topic ii
also an important strategy before thei do speaking activity. iracticing what they have 1earned is the
common strategy to make their speaking better than before.

(3)' Learning reading skill, the social science students use two kinds of strategies as the highest frequency.
The strategies are reading aspects of the text and doing exercise of reading. in line with those two
strategies, the natural science students use a little bit similar strategy that is abour mastering kinds of
ideas of the text (one of the reading aspects). Most of the students from both groups put emphasis on
getting ideas of the text as main strategy to learn reading. By then, the students.o*"io the following
strategy that is acknowledging the purpose of related questions beneath the text. In this context, th;
students comrnonly just relate what a certain component of the question to a specific idea in a reading
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text.In term of the average number ,f strategies pmctice, the Natural Science students we 2.2 strategies
while the Social Science students practice only 2 strategies. It means the Natural Science students
used more strategies compared to the Social Science students.

(4). Learning writing skill, the social science students practice three sffategies as the highest frequency.
The strategies are gathering sources relatedto the topics, developing ideas to write, and doing writing
prbcedurally. In line with those practices, one of the strategies is the same as the choice of the natural
science students to use as the highest frequency. The strategy is doing writing procedurally. ln addition,
both two groups of the students use a little bit similar strategies as the second prior choice. The
strategies are tying to write and trying to imagine the object and develop it. Besides, both gr-oups use
the same strategies as the least frequency. The strate$ies are making bubble network. The use of
those strategies by both group of students means that they need clear ideas in order to write in a good

- ordei'in a composition. Doing a-g6od composition, they still need support frombther persons who- have the same problem with them. In term of the average number of strategleis practice, the Natural
Science students use only 4.3 strategies while thesocial Science students practice 4.7 strategies. It
means the Social Science students used more strategies compared to the Natural Science students.Rl-
i usually write. Most of the students from both groups do certain strategies in order to do writing
activity. The strategies are gathering ideas, discussing ideas to friends, constructing an outline, and

- developing two outlines, collecting certain facts to support the statements.
(5). Learning vocabulary items, both groups of the students use the same strategies as the highest frequency.

The strategies are using vocabulary in various language activities. In addition, they also use the same
strategies as the secondprior strategies. The strategies are reading various English sources. Most of
the students from both group still concentrate to how to enrich the vocabulary items and use them in
appropriate context. The use of the two strategies goes hand in hand in order to master as many as
possible the learned vocabulary items.

(6). Learning structure, both groups of the students use different strategies as the highest frequency. The
strategies are doing exercise in the form of answering the questions, combining clauses and composing
sentences and correcting mistakes. In addition, they also use a little bit similar strategies as the least
frequency. The strategies are reading the sentences and check their patterns (by the natural students)
and reading and using a book. This means both group of students still need clear information about
the type of sentence (simple sentence and combination of simple sentence) from various Sffucture
Books. By doing those strategies, they will be easy to do the structure exercises. In term the average
number of sffategies practice, the Natural Science students use 5.2 strategies while the Social Science
students practice only 4 strategies. It means the Natural Science students used more strategies compared
to the Social Science students. Most of the students from both groups make prior strategy to learn the
structure by acknowledging the structure construction by checking its structure pattern. In a context
of closing the answer, choosing the best one which shows the appropriate element of a sentence is
also regarded as an important strategy.

THE USE OF SILL BY ACADEMIC BACKGROUND F'ACTOR AND ITS IMPLICATION
There are significant differences among students from social science, natural science, language

science, engineering science, and entrepreneur science background and language learning strategies used
with the m'ean score of each academic background ranges from 3.10 (for engineering students) to 3.20
(for language students).

The implication of this frnding is as the following. The students from various academic backgrounds
are still possible to enhance their knowledge about the main factors of SILL. They should grasp the ideas
of each factor, followed by the detail idea in items, the students will be more flexible to practice the six
broad strategies in learning English at school or out of school. The English teachers should explicitly
inform the students about the ideas of each item in SILL. In turn, they will obtain higher score of SILL.
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THE IMPLICATION OF THE FINDING
The implication of the finding is as follows. The students from academic background use certain

strategies to learn individual skills of English. They still highlight some elements like the mastery, sfucture

rules, and ideas of the text as crucial factors to own. Based on the facts, the English teachers should equip

them with such amount of knowledge which directly enhance them in order they are able to learn those

language skills efficient1y.In addition, the students among five group of academic should have a cooperative

activities by which they are possible to work together to solve the problems of learning English.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FI]RTHER STUDY
Besides academic factors that have been investigated in relation to the use of language leaming

strategies, socio-economic factors (gender, ethnicity, and parents' income), situational school factor (state

school and private school), should also be investigated in the near future. It is due to those factors are

possible to give positive impact toward the use of language learning strategies in Pekanbaru Senior High

Schools.
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